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SEE WHAT YOU’VE
BEEN MISSING
ON THE JOBSITE.
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Track and maintain your equipment.
See when and where your people work.
Maximize utilization and efficiency.
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HEAVY EQUIPMENT

SMART JOBSITE TECHNOLOGY

Track is smart jobsite technology built by
contractors, for contractors, helping you
manage your entire fleet from one dashboard
on your phone, tablet or computer. Rugged,
durable hardware and actionable insights
give you the tools to work more productively
and efficiently. Streamline communication
and maintenance, eliminate guesswork,
reduce risk on your jobsites and make your
fleet data work for you with Track.

VEHICLES

Stay connected to your people
and assets:

Track hours worked and where
time is spent

CONNECT EVERY
EMPLOYEE AND ASSET.

Real-time location of equipment,
vehicles and materials

Exact equipment utilization to get the
most from every machine

TIME CARDS

MIXED FLEET
ASSETS

Digital Work Orders and complete
maintenance history

Access codes and historical
equipment access data

CUSTOM
ALERTS

ATTACHMENTS

GEOFENCES

JOBSITE
USAGE

SINGLE DASHBOARD VIEW

Manage your mixed fleet, monitor hours
worked and access all your asset data
from one single dashboard on any
connected device—no matter the OEM.
Simplify your approach to equipment
management and employee time tracking,
and use Track across your entire jobsite
including your heavy equipment, buckets
and attachments, work and service trucks.

E

See the data that helps you get more
work done, faster:
DOWNTIME
PREVENTION

Number of hours worked and on
which jobs

Engine status and run time of
connected machines

E-LOGS

REMOTE
INSPECTION

Location of every asset, from boom
lifts to buckets
ANALYTICS

Status of every Digital Work Order
across your fleet

Detailed reports on utilization, trips,
Geofences and more

F

IFTA
REPORTING

Stay Informed

CUSTOM ALERTS

Set Custom Alerts so you know exactly
where your assets are, who is using them
and when. Track monitors engine health,
fuel levels and more to keep you informed
of your fleet status and health. These alerts
allow your team to stay on top of what
matters most.

Idling time and status

Every time your machine enters
or exits a Geofence
Push alerts on fuel levels
and engine health
Idling time and status

Fuel levels and engine health

Driver speeding

DEF and Regen state
 ustom alerts for all engine data,
C
no matter the OEM

DEF and Regen state

Enters or exits a Geofence

DIGITAL WORK ORDERS

Digital Work Orders simplify and
streamline maintenance for your entire
team, eliminating unnecessary service
delays and paper trails. Digital Work Orders
create a historical service record for every
machine in your fleet. This helps your team
stay proactive and save money: Reactive
maintenance costs 3-4x as much as
preventative maintenance.

See your fleet’s complete service
history in one dashboard:

Reduce diagnostic time by 95%

Predict machine failure based on
historical performance

Identify recurring issues across
your fleet

Reduce parts and service spend
by up to 50%

Digital Work
Orders simplify
and streamline
maintenance
processes.

SENTRY KEYPAD

Prevent theft and unauthorized machine use
with EquipmentShare’s Sentry Keypad. Ditch
the universal key; instead, provide authorized
operators with unique access codes to start
machines. Sentry Keypad locks down machines,
locks out thieves and untrained operators and
communicates with Track to alert you of
any attempts to operate an asset.

Receive alerts for Keypad activity:

Unauthorized access attempts

Authorized user logs on and
starts machine

Multiple access attempts made

Successful lockdown is initiated

TIME CARDS

Your employees can clock in and out from their
phone using Time Cards in the Link app and
label their hours to show the job and Digital
Work Order task worked. Managers can log
into Track to see exactly how many hours are
spent on every task, Digital Work Order and job,
approve and assign hours, edit Time Cards and
view total hours for a selected pay period.

See exactly where time is spent:

Associate tracked hours with specific
Digital Work Order tasks and jobs
Drivers, operators and field employees
easily clock in and out from Track’s
E-logs or Link apps
Make informed estimates of how long a
Digital Work Order will take to complete

Time Cards make
it easy to see where
on-the-job hours
are spent.

TAG BUCKETS & ATTACHMENTS

With Tags, you can keep track of your
buckets and attachments on the jobsite.
Track-equipped assets and mobile devices
with the Link app installed pick up Bluetooth
signals from Tagged implements so you can
quickly find them on the jobsite. Save money
on replacements by installing Tags on your
implements and attachments.

WELDABLE BLUETOOTH TAG

Track and Link pick up the
approximate location of
Tagged buckets, tools and
attachments.

Tags ping the approximate
location of buckets,
attachments and tools
to Track and Link.

FLEET UTILIZATION REPORTS

Track collects critical engine data from your
machines and turns it into actionable knowledge
with robust utilization reports. Get a complete
breakdown of how every asset operates with
reports on its complete history: run time, fuel
use, locations and maintenance. Reports offer
a comprehensive look at more than just
machine health.

Stay informed on the status of every
asset in your fleet:

Quickly see hours machines ran
on any jobsite

Locate and replace Tags with
low batteries

Detailed mileage and fuel reports make
IFTA compliance easy

Build custom reports for the insights
you want

Create fleet reports to
understand how your
fleet operates and
make data-informed
business decisions.

ELD-COMPLIANT SOLUTION

Track collects the Hours of Service (HOS) and
Records of Duty Status (RODS) data the FMCSA
requires. Then, drivers can access E-logs from
Track or from the Contractors E-logs app and
confidently provide accurate, real-time HOS,
RODS and DVIR information to law enforcement.
Time Cards are created automatically for drivers
when they go on or off duty, effortlessly tracking
driving time and giving you a complete picture of
hours worked across every employee and task.

Adapt to new ELD laws easily
with Track:

Collect HOS and RODS data
automatically

E-logs app prevents fines and violations
with real-time mobile access

Retain robust driver logs and historical
ELD data

Integrated with Track Time Cards

Drivers get on-theroad access with the
E-logs app.

LINK, THE MOBILE APP FOR TRACK

Track goes everywhere you go with Link, the
mobile app. Log into Track on your cell phone
with Link, available in the App Store and on
Google Play. Link keeps employees in the field
connected and gives you access to the most
important Track features for on-the-go
updates on your fleet.

Get equipment updates on your phone:

Locate Track-equipped assets and
Tagged attachments from your
connected mobile device.

Access and edit Digital Work Orders
in the field

Easily track hours worked with
Time Cards

View current, upcoming and
historical rentals

Strengthen asset location monitoring
with more Tag pings

Picks up Tag location pings to
strengthen asset location monitoring

Create, update and track
the progress of every
Digital Work Order.

COMPLETELY CONNECTED JOBSITES

Connect and monitor your assets, track
time worked on every task and streamline
maintenance processes with the power of
Track. Complete jobsite visibility helps you
make better decisions on every project and
finish tasks accurately and efficiently.
A single-dashboard view and Link connectivity
put the most important data where you need it:
top-of-mind and in the palm of your hand.

See what you’ve been
missing on the jobsite. Visit
equipmentshare.com/track.

MAP VIEW

DASHBOARD VIEW

